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1. Xenophon, Socrates and the logos Sokratikos 
  
Xenophon bequeathed a collection of works, with philosophical con-
tent, grouped under the title of Socratica, whose composing was mainly in-
spired by the leading role of Socrates, or, actually, by Xenophon’s under-
standing of the Athenian master’s ideas. Therefore, the Socrates’ lifetime 
until his condemn, and his intellectual activity – matters that are less focused 
in his historical works – find a proper narrative vehicle in the Socratica, ac-
cording to Xenophontean tendency to thematic specialization. The topic of 
this essay is the effect of Socratic spirit
1
, also ascertained in the pedagogic 
aim and in the ultimate search of the individual paradigm of the Xenophon’s 
historical works. 
Nevertheless, we should not insist – as in previous analyses – in estab-
lishing the epistemological superiority that results from comparison with 
 
*
 This article was made under the general frame of the Research-Team Byblíon H 52 
(Dirección General de Investigación, Innovación y Desarrollo, Consejería de Ciencia y Tec-
nología, DGA, Spain). 
1
 We say spirit or influence because, although Xenophon informs us of personal rela-
tionship with Socrates in Anabasis (III, 1, 5), this does not mean that he was member of the 
closest circle of Socrates’ disciples. In relation to that, WATERFIELD 2004, 79, considers Xe-
nophon as a true Socratic for “he followed Socrates’ philosophy to the best of his ability”. 
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Plato
2
. Sometimes it has been suggested that the Xenophontean profile of 
Socrates has a more accurate historical reliability than the Platonic one; 
however, we cannot prove any hypothesis neither in the historian nor in the 
philosopher
3
. Definitely, it is obvious the difference
4
 in form, content, and 
intentions of both authors: whereas Plato presents a philosopher who in-
quires into fundamental moral principles and develops the theory of Ideas, 
on the other hand Xenophon usually introduces Socrates as citizen who dis-
misses calumnies, and exemplary pattern of individual ethic values. Actually 
there are no reasons to ascribe a bigger historical plausibility to one of two; 
if the figure of Socrates presented by Xenophon cannot be real, the same 
opinion could be expressed about the character presented by Plato, since he 
develops an interpretation based on his own philosophy, rather than an his-
torical portrait rested upon truthful dialogues. 
As Socrates did not write dialogues, information about his life and 
thought ground on indirect tradition by his followers; these witnesses are 
mainly contained in the works of Plato, Xenophon and Aristotle, along with 
some fragments of Aeschines of Sphettos and references from Aristophanes’ 
Clouds. Even acquiring contradictory information, we realize that they do 
not show genuine facts, to the extent that also the historical aim (according 
to the strict sense of the term) takes second place. It is very probably that the 
lack of written legacy entailed the arrival of a literary tradition. By means of 
a dialogue structure, every author usually gave an interpretation of Socratic 
 
2
 On this point, BRISSON - DORION 2004, 139-140, remarks: “Quand on passe en re-
vue les principales critiques qui ont été adressées à ces écrits, et qui finalement provoqué 
leur éclipse pendant presque tout le XX
e
 siècle, on s’aperçoit qu’elles visent surtout à 
discréditer le témoignage de Xénophon dans le cadre d’une recherche de solution à la 
Question socratique. Or, si la Question socratique est un faux problème, sa mise au rancart 
rend caduques la plupart des critiques adressées aux écrits socratiques de Xénophon”. 
3
 In a concise but very accurate study on Xenophon NICKEL 1979, 109, is right when 
asserts that the literary character of Socrates’ picture and the supremacy of fiction over the 
historical truth as general features. 
4
 From this point of view, GRAY 1998, 191, offers a new prospect to resolve the di-
lemma: “Plato was apparently writing in a different tradition that had different limits and 
tolerances and perhaps different audiences, but this matter has not been fully resolved. Xe-
nophon’s image resides then not just within the frame of rhetorical process but within a tra-
dition of thought about wise men recognizable to the audience familiar with wisdom litera-
ture”. 
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thought depending on his own target. This tradition about Socrates presuma-
bly derives from the literary type of the Sokratikos logos – as Breitenbach
5
 
defined it –, that shows the predominance of fiction sets above the very his-
tory
6
. Consequently, Socrates, as depicted in these writings, is not a real per-
sonage as much as a pattern of thinking and behaviour. 
This literary tradition – almost entirely lost – had truly a great influence 
in the configuration of Socratic writings by Xenophon
7
, who, anyway, it is 
essential to attribute, at least partially, originality – typical of these works – 
in choosing the most suitable interpretation of Socrates’ thought from youth-
ful memories, and catching the nuances of the relationship with his master. 
We are particularly interested to remark that Xenophontean corpus of writ-
ings – including Oeconomicus, Memorabilia, Apology of Socrates and Sym-
posium, that are our benchmarks –, play a relevant role in the history of the 
Socratic genre, insomuch as its goal is to deliver to future generations an im-
perishable memory of the philosopher
8
. 
 
5
 In other words, we deal with prose texts halfway between literary picture and ge-
nuine description, in which it would have gathered Ionian philosophical tradition, dialectic 
method, and subjects of popular wisdom (see BREITENBACH 1967, cοl. 1772). However, 
since Aristotle (Poet. 1447 a) alludes to Sokratikos logos as a mimetic genre (oujde;n ga;r a]n 
e[coimen ojnomavsai koino;n tou;" Swvfrono" kai; Xenavrcou mivmou" kai; tou;" Swkratikou;" 
lovgou" oujde; ei[ ti" dia; trimevtrwn h] ejlegeivwn h] tw'n a[llwn tinw'n tw'n toiouvtwn poioi'to 
th;n mivmhsin), some scholars insist on the link between the origin of the Socratic dialogue 
and the dramatic genres: for instance, CLAY 1994, 47, asserts “Plato’s Sokratikoi logoi are 
Attic mimes and that Plato, like his Sicilian master, Sophron, is an ethopoios”. 
6
 On the fictional characterization of Socratic literature in Xenophon, see ΚAHN 1996, 
29-35. 
7
 Cfr. LUCCIONI 1953, 112: “Xénophon […] a composé deux ouvrages qui sont véri-
tablement des lovgoi swkratikoiv, l’Économique et le Banquet”. 
8
 We should also add the value of the gnomai and apophthegmata in the rise of the 
artistic prose. In this context, the Xenophontean evidence is essential to understand the 
change from a long tradition of treatises to new framework of conversational prose. In the 
Memorabilia (cfr. GRAY 1998, 159-177, ch. IX, “The tradition of instructional literature”), 
as in the tradition of tales of wise men in the Hiero (cfr. GRAY 1986, 115-123), and besides 
in the Symposium, the Socratic meeting stemmed from “the adaptation, development and 
transformation of a wider collection of stories about what the wise men of old said and did 
at their symposia” (GRAY 1992, 74). In this respect, in his analysis of “The Symposia of the 
Cyropaedia”, GERA 1993, 132-91, makes clear the broad knowledge of the literary simpo-
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2. Xenophon and Plato at Symposium 
 
In a survey of Xenophontean Symposium
9
, an allusion to Plato is un-
avoidable; both for the common title and for the examination of Love as 
main subject, some scholars thought that this dialogue are derived from the 
philosopher’s homonym work
10
; although a more precise approach to the 
content excludes a direct subordination to it (otherwise unusual in Xeno-
phon). The common matter takes place with a different purpose: even if the 
logos erotikos of Socrates in ch. 8 focuses also on pederasty, the text of Xe-
nophon provides an opposite perspective, putting “the spiritual Love” versus 
“the fleshly Love”, besides less philosophical depth. 
 
2.1. The meeting is arranged by the rich man Callias to celebrate the 
victory of his eromenos Autolycus in the fight of pancratius at the Panathe-
naic Games. The dialogue is a literary fiction, in spite of it’s based on a real 
event (Autolycus, son of Lycon, really won at the Games in 422 BC) that 
Xenophon uses to give truthfulness to the story and to strengthen his own 
role as a witness (a literary device reminding the third person fictitious nar-
ration of the Anabasis): 
 
sium on the part of Xenophon, who fits it to the Persian world. See as well NOËL 2006, 144, 
who pays special attention to the symposium organized by Cyrus after his victory on the 
Assyrian king (cfr. VIII, 4), that, in his conclusion, “représente l’idéal politique achevé 
qu’est l’empire de Cyrus”. 
9
 The Apology of Socrates is another common title for both authors’ writings. None-
theless, the Xenophontean argumentation with regard to Plato’s work suggests the hypo-
thetical existence of an apologetic literature on the trial of Socrates, as a consequence of the 
commotion of most of his followers because of his condemnn (also Antisthenes and Ae-
schines would have written their respective Apology). Cfr. NICKEL 1979, 105-106, and 
RANKIN 1986, 6-7. 
10
 Thus, THESLEFF 1978, 155-170, sees a connection between these two works: “So 
the hypothesis is, in short, that our present text of Xenophon’s Symposium consists of two 
layers: a brief earlier version from the 380s which gave some impulses to Plato’s Sympo-
sium, and a later version (including chapter 8), influenced by Plato and written in the later 
370s”. Also DANZIG 2005, 331, in a deep review of the relationship between both authors 
agrees with Plato’s preeminence. In spite of all that, we don’t observe any quotation or in-
direct reference of any relation (personal or literary) between Xenophon and Plato. 
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∆All∆ ejmoi; dokei' tw'n kalw'n kajgaqw'n ajndrw'n e[rga ouj movnon ta; meta; 
spoudh'" prattovmena ajxiomnhmovneuta ei\nai, ajlla; kai; ta; ejn tai'" pai-
diai'". oi|" de; paragenovmeno" tau'ta gignwvskw dhlw'sai bouvlomai. (Symp. 
1, 1). 
The unstrained atmosphere of the symposium displays a permanent 
search of Socratic philosophy through literary experiments: in particular the 
ideal of tw'n kalw'n kajgaqw'n ajndrw'n. 
 
2.2. Just as in Plato’s Symposium – and, five centuries later, in Plu-
tarch’s Dinner of Seven Wise Men
11
 –, the leitmotif of fortuitous meeting is 
repeated; the invitation of Callias to a dinner to celebrate the victory of Au-
tolycus gives rise to the meeting between Socrates and his followers. As a 
matter of fact, Love becomes also the story line, though in Xenophon is pre-
sented together with discussions on other subjects. Instead of Plato’s discus-
sion on the theory of Ideas, here Love is another literary way to represent the 
perfect man, kalo;" kajgaqov"
12
. The structure of the dialogue is based on the 
search for this ideal: 
• Preface (ch. 1): the invitation of Callias and the dinner; the beauty of 
young Autolycus charms the sympotai, but the arrival of Philippus, the drunk 
jester, provokes his fellow guests laughter and dissolves the erotic charm
13
. 
• First part (ch. 2)
14
: discussions on several topics irregularly follow 
each other; the previous appearance of Philippus justifies the debate about 
moderation in wine drinking. 
 
11
 According to MUSTI 2001, 89, it is clear that Socratists looked out for a social prac-
tice existing before them, but symposia provided them a privileged place for communica-
tion of philosophical thinking. Thereupon MARTIN 1931, 259, n. 2, traces in Xenophon 
stages of real symposium setting the tone of the dialogues 
12
 Socrates’ influence is reflected in an idealized view of the homosexual Love. Ac-
cording to FLACELIÈRE 1961, 105, from Xenophon’s perspective Socrates does not con-
demn Love between men and young people, “mais la condition essentielle est que cette 
amitié, qu’on appelle filiva ou e[rw", reste absolument pure.” See also MUSTI 2001, 88: 
“L’omoerotismo è comunque già deviato e ‘sublimato’ verso la spiritualità”. 
13
 For further information, see commentaries of HUSS 1999, 61-118. 
14
 HUSS 1999, 118, discerns five parts in this chapter: “Diese Gliederung zeigt eine 
straffe Planung der Erzählstruktur, doch tritt für den unbefangenen Leser das planerische 
Element hinter der scheinbar lockeren Gesprächsführung völlig züruck; die Dialoge sind, 
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• Second part (ch. 3-7): afterwards each sympotes stresses his best 
quality (ch. 3-4), a comic dispute on the Beauty broke out (ch. 5); the rude-
ness of the Syracusan impresario
15
 – arrived at the dinner with a troupe of 
actors (ch. 6) – introduces the theme of the right education, which allows 
Xenophon to defend Socrates against the attacks of the comic play writers 
(in particular, Aristophanes, Clouds 144-152 and 830-831); actors’ perfor-
mance is developed in ch. 7. 
• Third part (ch. 8): Socrates’ speech about Love, in which the spiri-
tual prevails over the fleshy Love (§ 10)
16
, because only the first provides 
kalokagathia, both for the erastes and the eromenos. In our opinion, this epi-
sode is the deeper part of the dialogue, discloses Xenophontean target: prob-
ably more than an answer to Plato’s Symposium
17
, Callias’ love for Autoly-
cus stands for an example of Socratic pattern
18
; nonetheless, in this sense, 
 
ganz wie in der alltäglichen Gesprächssituation, geschickt über Assoziationen miteinander 
verknüpft”; see besides 118-174. 
15
 HUSS 1999, 332, notes that in ch. 6 “So malt Xenophon seinen Sokrates als den 
sympotischen kalov" kajgaqov" par excellence gegen die Kontrastfiguren Hermogenes und 
Syrakuser”. Cfr. OLLIER 1961, 16. 
16
 With regard to Love’s dichotomy, HUSS 1999, 374, rightly observes that it is based 
“natürlich auf der Dichotomie Körper-Seele und auf der grundsätzlichen Höherbewertung 
des seelischen Bereiches durch die Sokratische Philosophie”. 
17
 See discussion on this subject in OLLIER 1961, 30-33, THESLEFF 1978, 157-158 
(vd. infra n. 22), and HUSS 1999, 13-18: in general, they consider Xenophon’s Symposium 
later than the Platonic one. DANZIG 2005, 349, suggests that “in reaction he re-wrote the 
ending of his Symposium”. 
18
 See e.g. 8, 11: uJf∆ ou| dh; kai; suv, w\ Kalliva, katevcesqai moi dokei'" e[rwto". Tek-
maivromai de; th/' tou' ejrwmevnou kalokajgaqiva/... Most probably in this opinion is stated the 
main difference in the idea of Love: whereas the Socrates by Plato accepts paederasty 
(PERCY 1996, 2 sg., claims that Plato included paederasty among the traits that distinguish 
the noble Greek civilization from that of the barbarians) albeit he focuses on the beauty, on 
the contrary Xenophon introduces Socrates unambiguously condemning all element of 
fleshy Love between men; furthermore, our author starts a trend in which symposia do not 
praise paederasty. Thus, in VELA TEJADA 2009, 465 n. 33, we draw attention to the praise 
of the heterosexual Love in Plutarch’s Dinner Seven Wise Men, coinciding with ending of 
Xenophon’s Symposium: “Es cierto que ya no cabe, como en aquél, el elogio del amor 
homosexual como modelo de perfección, pero es que el de Queronea no hace sino seguir 
algo que ya se había anticipado en la obra homónima de Jenofonte”. 
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Xenophon’s Symposium is closer to the Platonic one, particularly with regard 
to the speeches of Pausanias (180 c-185 c) and the account of Socrates dis-
cussion with Diotima, the enigmatic woman of Mantinea (201 d-212 a). 
However, the difference between the two types of Love presented by Xeno-
phontean Socrates is more similar to Pausanias’ speech by Plato, than to that 
of Socrates himself. 
• Conclusion (ch. 9): when the Syracusan impresario calls his actors to 
play the love story of Dionysos and Ariadne
19
, Autolycus leaves the party 
with his father. This pantomime makes the spectators feel desire and leave 
the symposium to meet their wives; thus Xenophon seizes the moment to 
praise marriage and heterosexual Love
20
 instead of the homosexual one, that 
instead was considered by Plato the most perfect Love (cfr. 9, 7): 
tevlo" de; oiJ sumpovtai ijdovnte" peribeblhkovta" te ajllhvlou" kai; wJ" 
eij" eujnh;n ajpiovnta", oiJ me;n a[gamoi gamei'n ejpwvmnusan, oiJ de; gegamhkovte" 
ajnabavnte" ejpi; tou;" i{ppou" ajphvlaunon pro;" ta;" eJautw'n gunai'ka", o{pw" 
touvtwn tuvcoien. 
2.3. At this point, bearing in mind the intertextual references in both 
texts, we ought to dwell upon the connections with the work of Plato
21
. Ac-
cording to some scholars
22
, we can locate thirty evidences which would 
make clear Xenophon’s dependence on Plato; for instance, in ch. 1, 10, dis-
playing Callias as initiated in the mysteries of Eros: a} dh; kai; Kalliva" tovte 
 
19
 According to FLACELIÈRE 1961, 97, “la pantomime finale d’Ariadne et Dionysos, 
qui éveille les désirs amoureux des convives, nous confirme dans l’idée que l’amour est 
bien le sujet essentiel de cette œuvre, qui pourrait parfaitement porter le même sous-titre 
que celle de Platon: Peri; e[rwto" hjqikov"”. 
20
 For further information see HUSS 1999, 438: “Dies ist der Sokratischen Literatur 
nicht allgemein eigen, sondern Xenophons eigene Konzeption und ist im Kontext von Xe-
nophons traditionell und heterosexuell ausgerichtetem Familien- und Ehesinn zu sehen”. 
21
 For instance, LUCCIONI 1953, 121, notes in Xenophon “une habitude” to imitate 
Plato. 
22
 See THESLEFF 1978, 159-163; in 168, he considers Xenophon should have written 
his Symposium before Plato and in two stages: “a brief version from the 380s which gave 
some impulses to Plato’s Symposium, and a later version (including chapter 8), influenced 
by Plato and written in the later 370s”. As a matter of fact, Thesleff believes that ch. 8 was 
constituted by ideas taken from Plato and designed as a counterpart to the speech of So-
crates-Diotima. 
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dia; to;n e[rwta pravttwn ajxioqevato" h\n toi'" tetelesmevnoi" touvtw/ tw/' qew'/
23
. 
In Plato’s Symposium, Socrates is the pupil and the woman of Mantinea re-
veals to him a detailed description of the initiation to rites of Love indeed 
(209 e-212 a)
24
. 
Nevertheless, the most important reports are shown up in ch. 8, that 
presents a most explicit erotic tone; thus, in § 31, Socrates denies any ho-
moerotic relation between Achilles and Patroclus: ajlla; mhvn, w\ Nikhvrate, 
kai; ∆Acilleu;" ÔOmhvrw/ pepoivhtai oujc wJ" paidikoi'" Patrovklw/ ajll∆ wJ" eJ-
 
23
 This is precisely the central argument of the dialogue between Socrates and Dioti-
ma narrated in Plato’s Symposium; DOVER 1981, 154, titled this episode “progress towards 
the comprehension of Beauty” (cfr. remarks in 154-160). In fact, we can distinguish six 
steps towards an initiation in the mysteries of Love: ta; de; tevlea kai; ejpoptikav (210 a); the 
first step (210 a) is addressed to the beautiful bodies (dei' gavr, e[fh, to;n ojrqw'" ijovnta ejpi; 
tou'to to; pra'gma a[rcesqai me;n nevon o[nta ijevnai ejpi; ta; kala; swvmata); the second one 
(210 b) requires to appreciate the Beauty of the souls rather than that of the bodies (meta; de; 
tau'ta to; ejn tai'" yucai'" kavllo" timiwvteron hJghvsasqai tou' ejn tw/' swvmati) and to ob-
serve (210 c) the Beauty existing in the right behaviour (qeavsasqai to; ejn toi'" ejpithdeuv-
masi kai; toi'" novmoi" kalo;n); and the third (210 c-d), meta; de; ta; ejpithdeuvmata, carry us 
to ta;" ejpisthvma" and dianohvmata ejn filosofiva/; in the fourth step (210 e), Plato sums up 
the previous steps and announces the final guerdon consisting in the “contemplation of un-
changing, imperishable Beauty itself, beside which beauties manifested in particulars are 
worth of little” (DOVER 1981, 156): o}" ga;r a]n mevcri ejntau'qa pro;" ta; ejrwtika; pai-
dagwghqh/', qewvmeno" ejfexh'" te kai; ojrqw'" ta; kalav, pro;" tevlo" h[dh ijw;n tw'n ejrwtikw'n 
ejxaivfnh" katovyetaiv ti qaumasto;n th;n fuvsin kalovn; the homosexual Love – fifth step 
(211 b) – is the means to reach that objective (o{tan dhv ti" ajpo; tw'nde dia; to; ojrqw'" paide-
rastei'n ejpaniw;n ejkei'no to; kalo;n a[rchtai kaqora'n, scedo;n a[n ti a{ptoito tou' tevlou"), 
and this very Love (211c) leads us to the perfect Beauty (gnw/' aujto; teleutw'n o} e[sti ka-
lovn). The man who passes through all these steps achieves in the end the true ajrethv (212 
a): h] oujk ejnqumh/', e[fh, o{ti ejntau'qa aujtw/' monacou' genhvsetai, oJrw'nti w/| oJrato;n to; ka-
lovn, tivktein oujk ei[dwla ajreth'", a{te oujk eijdwvlou ejfaptomevnw, ajlla; ajlhqh', a{te tou' 
ajlhqou'" ejfaptomevnw/: tekovnti de; ajreth;n ajlhqh' kai; qreyamevnw/ uJpavrcei qeofilei' ge-
nevsqai, kai; ei[pevr tw/ a[llw/ ajnqrwvpwn ajqanavtw/ kai; ejkeivnw/; See also MORAVCSIK 1971, 
285-302 and, above all, the exhaustive commentary of SIER 1997, 91-291, “Das Wirken 
des Eros”. 
24
 Socrates seeks to introduce himself like an ignorant who would learn from others; 
e.g. the well-known Socratic modesty (’En oi\da o{ti oujde;n oi\da). See also DOVER 1980, 
155. 
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taivrw/ ajpoqanovnti ejkprepevstata timwrh'sai; also in Plato (180 a) Phaedrus 
criticizes Aeschylus
25
, for his innovative the version of the myth in which 
Achilles falls in love with Patroclus: Aijscuvlo" de; fluarei' favskwn 
∆Acilleva Patrovklou ejra'n,… 
Just afterwards, in § 32, Pausanias – the lover of the poet Agathon (in 
192 b, also Plato reports their paederastic relationship) – declares that the 
bravest army could be constituted just by couples composed of lovers and 
beloved
26
: kaivtoi Pausaniva" ge oJ ∆Agavqwno" tou' poihtou' ejrasth;" ajpolo-
gouvmeno" uJpe;r tw'n ajkrasiva/ ejgkalindoumevnwn ei[rhken wJ" kai; stravteuma 
ajlkimwvtaton a]n gevnoito ejk paidikw'n te kai; ejrastw'n. 
In § 34, Xenophon agrees with Plato
27
, when attributes to Pausanias the 
information on the tolerance of pederasty of Thebans
28
 and Eleans: kai; mar-
 
25
 Aeschylus wrote a trilogy (Myrmidones, Nereids, Phrygians), in which presented a 
paederastic relationship between Achilles and Patroclus; for instance, in Myrmidones (fr. 
228) he refers explicitly to kisses and thighs (DOVER 1980, 94, annotates that Aeschylus 
“often modified tradition drastically to suit the attitudes and interests of this own time, and 
may have been the first to make Achilles the erastes of Patroclus”). For further information 
see bibliographical discussion in HUSS 1999, 413-414. 
26
 Plato (178 e) insinuates, in the words of Phaedrus, the suggestion of an army 
formed by erastai and eromenoi: eij ou\n mhcanhv ti" gevnoito w{ste povlin genevsqai h] stra-
tovpedon ejrastw'n te kai; paidikw'n […]. This story of an army of erastai and eromenoi 
serves LASSERRE 1944, 174, to assert “c’est un indice très sûr de l’existence de ce thème 
dans une littérature érotique contemporaine de la jeunesse de Phèdre, celle des ejrwtikoi; 
lovgoi”. 
27
 As a matter of fact, also Plato express himself in similar terms: ejn “Hlidi me;n ga;r 
kai; ejn Boiwtoi'", kai; ou| mh; sofoi; levgein, aJplw'" nenomoqevthtai kalo;n to; carivzesqai 
ejrastai'", kai; oujk a[n ti" ei[poi ou[te nevo" ou[te palaio;" wJ" aijscrovn, i{na oi\mai mh; 
pravgmat∆ e[cwsin lovgw/ peirwvmenoi peivqein tou;" nevou", a{te ajduvnatoi levgein: (182 b); 
according to DOVER 1980, 99, this reference refutes the common opinion postulating a Do-
rian origin of homosexuality in Ancient Greece. Likewise, in The Republic of the Lacede-
monians (2, 12) Xenophon alludes to paederasty among Thebans and Eleans to stand com-
parison with the Lacedemonians: oiJ me;n toivnun a[lloi ”Ellhne" h] w{sper Boiwtoi; ajnh;r 
kai; pai'" suzugevnte" oJmilou'sin, h] w{sper ∆Hlei'oi dia; carivtwn th/' w{ra/ crw'ntai: eijsi; de; 
kai; oi} pantavpasi tou' dialevgesqai tou;" ejrasta;" ei[rgousin ajpo; tw'n paivdwn; afterwards, 
he adds Lycurgus praised the spiritual Love: kallivsthn paideivan tauvthn ejnovmizen (2, 13). 
Therefore, HUSS 1999, 374, observes that “in der Verbindung dieser Dichotomie [e[rw" th'" 
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tuvria de; ejphvgeto wJ" tau'ta ejgnwkovte" ei\en kai; Qhbai'oi kai; ∆Hlei'oi: 
sugkaqeuvdonta" gou'n aujtoi'" o{mw" paratavttesqai e[fh ta; paidika; eij" to;n 
ajgw'na, oujde;n tou'to shmei'on levgwn o{moion. 
Undoubtedly, the significant resemblances observed in ch. 8 could be 
explained by the direct reading of Plato’s Symposium
29
, but also by a parallel 
treatment of a same subject in the frame of logos Sokratikos. Therefore, we 
could think to a common entailment of a literary tradition
30
 inspired by the 
master Socrates, that is rooted in the previous poetic and social context of 
the symposium, in which the erotic topics were especially suitable; besides 
in prose, above all in the setting of logos Sokratikos, a discussion on Love is 
well attested in Plato’s Phaedrus, and it could have been the argument of 
Aeschines’ Callias as well. These evidences would confirm the hypothesis 
of a common influence from a literary tradition, more than a direct depen-
dence between works and authors; even if we accepted some influence be-
tween the two Symposia, at the same time we think this should have been in-
direct. 
 
 
 
yuch'" vs. e[rw" tou' swvmato"] mit dem Gedanken der paideiva durch e[rw" gewissermassen 
eine summa des gesamten Logos Erotikos des Sokrates geboten wird”. 
28
 On Thebes as “the legendary font of Greek paederasty”, see PERCY 1996, 133; later 
(in 185), he stresses the richness of documents attesting the importance of paederasts and 
paederasty for Greek civilization: actually unimpeachable authorities bear out that the 
Greek society not only accepted paederasty but also deemed it as a worthy path to intellec-
tual and military distinction. 
29
 Vd. e.g. DANZIG 2005, 357. 
30
 Thereon, LASSERRE 1944, 177, believe in a lost tradition of ∆Erwtikoiv Lovgoi “qui 
auront tant de vogue dès le IVe siècle sont nés comme tant d’autres nouveaux genres dans 
cette époque si féconde qu’est la fin du Ve siècle et que c’est d’eux que vient un certain 
nombre des éléments des plus admirables mythes que Platon a élaborés dans ces œuvres 
maîtresses que sont le Banquet et le Phèdre”. Likewise, ROSSETTI 1974, 187, declares: 
“Man kann nämlich zuerst bemerken, dass der Bezug Plutarchs auf Platon, Xenophon und 
Aischines absolut treffend, genau und sachgemäss ist; Antisthenes, Aristipp und Phaidon 
werden mit Recht aus der Reihe derjenigen ausgeschlossen, die erotikoi logoi schrieben”. 
See also NICKEL 1979, 105, and ΚAHN 1996, 1-29. 
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3. Xenophon’s contribution to the Symposium 
 
Certainly Xenophon tries to depict
31
 a more realistic atmosphere
32
 than 
Plato; the dialogues are nimble, flowing, and absolutely natural, and the cha-
racters are very well formed. The teacher Socrates is presented as the unify-
ing element of all the other characters: the pedant Callias, the rough Antis-
thenes, the grave Hermogenes, the humorous Philippus. Actually the figure 
of Socrates is adjusted to dialogue and to interlocutors: sometimes he is se-
rious, at times burlesque. Otherwise, the choice of characters is outstanding. 
• Callias, the host, came from a rich Athenian family, and squandered 
an enormous fortune, left him by his father, Hipponicus, in hiring sophists 
(Xenophon omits here his economic ruin). His mother, married Hipponicus 
after divorced from Pericles, and was already mother of Paralus. His sister, 
Hippareta, was wedded to Alcibiades. Also in the Platonic Protagoras, the 
meeting takes place in the house of Callias himself. 
• The teacher Socrates attends to the symposium with his disciples, 
whose names are well documented in other works of Xenophon: Critobulus, 
Crito’s son (see Memorabilia I, 3, 8; II, 6, 1), Hermogenes (see Memorabilia I, 
2, 48; II, 10, 43; IV, 8, 4; Apology of Socrates 2), Antisthenes (see Memorabi-
lia II, 5, 1; III, 11, 17), and Charmides (see Memorabilia III, 6, 1; III, 7, 1). 
• The deuteragonistai are also important: both Philippus, the jester of 
the Hellenistic Comedy (this was probably a customary guest in those meet-
ings), and the Syracusan impresario (who plays performances for sympotai) 
help to the verisimilitude of this literary encounter. 
• Moreover, Xanthippe
33
, Socrates’ second wife, is still present, and 
her bad temper is usually mocked by the disciples of the master. Thus, in ch. 
 
31
 GERA 1993, 136, notices that themes and motives of the symposia are present in 
the Symposium as in Cyropaedia, observing how Xenophon “describes in detail the events 
leading up to the party, the setting of the symposium, its seating arrangements, and enter-
tainments […]. The reactions, expressions, and thoughts of the symposiasts are also fre-
quently mentioned”. 
32
 Thus, LUCCIONI 1953, 123, comments that we may “ressusciter pour le lecteur 
l’atmosphère de ces sortes de réunions» by Xenophon’s Symposium. See also HUSS 1999, 
51-55. 
33
 Whereas in Memorabilia II, 2, Xenophon introduces Xanthippe as a perfect moth-
er, here the author follows a negative version, which HUSS 1999, 139, attributes to the Cyn-
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2, 10, Antisthenes says: kai; oJ ∆Antisqevnh", Pw'" ou\n, e[fh, w\ Swvkrate", 
ou{tw gignwvskwn ouj kai; su; paideuvei" Xanqivpphn, ajlla; crh/' gunaiki; tw'n 
oujsw'n, oi\mai de; kai; tw'n gegenhmevnwn kai; tw'n ejsomevnwn calepwtavth/… 
”Oti, e[fh, oJrw' kai; tou;" iJppikou;" boulomevnou" genevsqai ouj tou;" eujpei-
qestavtou" ajlla; tou;" qumoeidei'" i{ppou" ktwmevnou". nomivzousi gavr, a]n 
tou;" toiouvtou" duvnwntai katevcein, rJa/divw" toi'" ge a[lloi" i{ppoi" crhvses-
qai. kajgw; dh; boulovmeno" ajnqrwvpoi" crh'sqai kai; oJmilei'n tauvthn kevk-
thmai, eu\ eijdw;" o{ti eij tauvthn uJpoivsw, rJa/divw" toi'" ge a[lloi" a{pasin 
ajnqrwvpoi" sunevsomai. 
In sum, the keen realism of the Xenophontean version seems to seek out 
the most genuine picture of Socrates. For this reason, Xenophon’s dialogue 
diverges from the theoretical analyses stated by interlocutors in Platonic 
works, and it is adjusted to a really informal and amusing meeting among the 
teacher and his disciples. Therefore, seriousness and humour clash to the 
strengthening of the realism of scenes and of the naturalness in discussions
34
. 
In fact, the Xenophontean Socrates, who laughs, drinks, and watches with 
admiration erotic performances, is very different not only from the character 
restored by Plato, but also from the serious personality showed in Oecono-
micus and Memorabilia by Xenophon himself. Otherwise, the amusing fig-
ure and the variety of the subjects in the Xenophontean Symposium could be 
closer to the Socratic tradition. Contrary to the bizarre description by Aristo-
phanes and the enhanced and grave one by Plato, Xenophon does not aim at 
describing Socrates as an extraordinary man, but as an accessible teacher for 
all those who wish to follow his guide. 
Actually, as most scholars have observed, the works about Socrates by 
Xenophon generally display a trivial opinion and do not show a deep critical 
 
ics, who created “der Xanthippe als Gegenfigur zum stets überlegenen Sokrates benutz; 
bedeutsam also, dass es Antisthenes ist, der an unserer Stelle negativ über Xanthippe ur-
teilt”. Hence, RANKIN 1986, 15-16, considers this passage as an important evidence for the 
acquaintance of Antisthenes. 
34
 The combination of a serious tone and humour is the really characteristic atmos-
phere of Xenophontean symposium (cfr. MARTIN, 1931, 1-32); thus, GERA, 1993, 136, 
identifies the spoudaiogevloion as the main feature of the genre, “in fact, particularly asso-
ciated with Socratic symposia in ancient times”. 
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spirit
35
. His thinking lies next to a well-educated man who defends virtue 
and moral values of his time rather than to a philosopher; in any case, the 
role of these Socratic works as evidence of a literary tradition on the life of a 
wise man and on the practical wisdom too is undeniable, and usually not 
found in works devoted only to philosophical discussion. At this point, we 
want to underline the notable variety of the literary forms, since this enligh-
tens us about the literary tendencies of the first half of 4th century BC, in 
advance on prose types of the next decades
36
. For instance, Pliny the Young 
asserts in a Letter (III, 12, 1) that he would prefer to attend just to a sympo-
sium as the one described by Xenophon; likewise, the Emperor Julian writes 
another satirical symposium, the Caesars, inspired by the same author. 
With regard to this, we should stress again
37
 Xenophon’s contribution in 
adaptation and growth of a wide collection of narrations on the figure of So-
crates in literary context, so that he could be considered a precursor and fra-
mer of new Hellenistic genres; for example, in the mime between Dionysus 
and Ariadne: the performance of this piece belongs to the symposiac setting 
and, at the same time, turns out a perfect ending to the plot (9, 6-7): 
ejw/vkesan ga;r ouj dedidagmevnoi" ta; schvmata ajll∆ ejfeimevnoi" pravttein 
a} pavlai ejpequvmoun. (7) tevlo" de; oiJ sumpovtai ijdovnte" peribeblhkovta" te 
ajllhvlou" kai; wJ" eij" eujnh;n ajpiovnta", oiJ me;n a[gamoi gamei'n ejpwvmnusan, 
oiJ de; gegamhkovte" ajnabavnte" ejpi; tou;" i{ppou" ajphvlaunon pro;" ta;" 
 
35
 See supra n. 2. On the contrary, FLACELIÈRE 1961, 93, thinks the Symposium full 
of interest: “je ne suis pas loin de penser que le Banquet est, avec l’Anabase, l’un de ses 
meilleures ouvrages”. 
36
 Five centuries later this literary form is carried on by Plutarch in his Dinner of Sev-
en Wise Men, a work which undoubtedly resembles more the historian’s dialogue than the 
philosopher’s one. In VELA TEJADA 2009, 467-468, we study in detail the continuity of the 
symposiac tradition, with predominance of practical wisdom attested by Xenophon: “El 
diálogo simposiaco, desde la tradición socrática, reemplaza a la poesía como marco 
sapiencial y cada autor adopta libremente los temas de discusión, lo que explica las lógicas 
“desviaciones” del referente de Platón. Por otra parte, la introducción de temas de carácter 
práctico y la preeminencia del eros heterosexual y conyugal – frente al homoerotismo 
platónico – está perfectamente atestiguado desde los comienzos del género en prosa en la 
obra de Jenofonte”. 
37
 According to GRAY 1992, 74, in this work Xenophon uses “the tradition of the sto-
ry of the silent guest at the symposion in order to contribute to the biography of Socrates 
and the understanding of the special kind of wisdom he displayed”. 
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eJautw'n gunai'ka", o{pw" touvtwn tuvcoien. Swkravth" de; kai; tw'n a[llwn oiJ 
uJpomeivnante" pro;" Luvkwna kai; to;n uiJo;n su;n Kalliva/ peripathvsonte" 
ajph'lqon. au{th tou' tovte sumposivou katavlusi" ejgevneto. 
 
 
4. Eros, paideia and Socratism in Xenophon’s Symposium 
 
Henceforth, once deemed Xenophon’s originality in the composition of 
Symposium, we have to formulate a final conclusion about our perception of 
the ajrchv that inspired him in writing this dialogue
38
. Although we have ex-
amined some passages from the homonym work of Plato, we naturally mean 
that in this case Xenophon should be read, as happen for other works, in the 
general frame of his literary activity. Thereon, we support the theory of the 
use of a common subject in the Socratic tradition, which, overarching his en-
tire work, is focused on the pedagogic outlook of Socrates. 
Xenophon essentially shares, with the authors of his generation, a peda-
gogic
39
 spirit that follows the intellectual guide of Socrates
40
. His thought is 
expressed more systematically through a new literary experiment: these writ-
ings provide a bent to update literary instruction by inserting Socratic 
 
38
 With regard to this perspective, we agree with GRAY 1998, 25, who points out that 
the question “is not whether Xenophon was capable of understanding Socratic process or 
doctrine, but why he chooses to present it as he does”. In this respect, in a study on the So-
crates as a “Master of Erotics” by Xenophon, MORRISON 1994, 198, notes that in Xeno-
phontean Symposium “Socrates presents a version of this claim that connects it directly 
with education”. Moreover it is not surprising to be aware that Socrates claiming to have 
expert knowledge of erotics, as Plato, Symp. 177 d, echoes: oujdevn fhmi a[llo ejpivstasqai h] 
ta; ejrwtikav. 
39
 POWNALL 2007, 241-250, includes Xenophon, with Isocrates and Plato, in the 
group of the fourth-century prose writers devote, in their works, to the moral education of 
an audience usually composed by a literate and educated elite.  
40
 This was exactly our proposal in VELA TEJADA 2003, 461: in this study we also 
perceived in Xenophon’s treatises the stamp of the Socratic thought, systematized in a new 
literary experiment. Xenophon, modernizing the tradition of literary instruction by means 
of the introduction of Socratic thinking, re-elaborates material from other writings and with 
a different thematic aim in a original literary form. This tradition is summarized in the 
search of the individual paradigm and in the pedagogic proposal. 
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thoughts. With this framework, Xenophon thinks back over material founded 
in other writings with a different target. 
Accordingly, in the variety of subjects apparently treated without con-
nection by the sympotai, he underlines the body of Socratic doctrines on 
paideia, whose aim at the achievement of human ajrethv, through the kalo-
kagaqiva, which Socrates is the incarnation. In relation to that, we can re-
member, e.g., that in the Spartan Constitution (2, 12-13) Xenophon says: 
Lektevon dev moi dokei' ei\nai kai; peri; tw'n paidikw'n ejrwvtwn: e[sti gavr ti 
kai; tou'to pro;" paideivan
41
. Since it is patent that Love is a basic subject in 
the education of young men, a work like the Symposium seems the most 
suitable for his educational purpose
42
. 
Moreover, Xenophon’s pedagogical aim is fitted inside the contempo-
rary debate on the best model of education, in which Spartan ajgwghv and 
Athenian paideiva are strongly opposed. Therefore, is clear that the dialogue 
becomes a sort of collection of sources referred to Athenian education of 5th 
century BC. 
• First of all, we should underline some direct and indirect quotations 
from Homer (Il. IV, 6-7; 20; 45; VIII, 30), who sets up an authentic hypom-
nema of Greek popular wisdom. Thus, one of the sympotai, Niceratus (the 
son of general Nicias, killed by the Thirty), is recognized by Socrates in ch. 
8.31 as an authority in Homer: he is able to recite by heart two complete 
poems (cfr. 3, 5); in ch. 3, 6, Stesimbrotus and Anaximander are quoted as 
exegetes of Homer. 
• Even Poetry becomes a mean of transmission of paideia. From Arc-
haic Age on, it had been also the natural frame in symposiac literature, pre-
 
41
 In relation to that, vd. supra n. 28, where it is commented Xenophon’s mention of 
paederasty among Thebans and Eleans in comparison with Lacedemonians, about which 
HINDLEY 2004, 143, says: “Xenophon presents a possible model for paederastic relation-
ships, a model which stood in opposition (and, one might venture to think, in conscious op-
position) to the homosexual celibacy propounded by Socrates.” 
42
 NOËL 2006, 133, points out the symposia also play an outstanding role in the polit-
ical debate of the 5th and 4th centuries BC: “n’est pas seulement l’expression d’une prati-
que sociale, mais aussi la représentation des idéaux politiques de la cité”; the last decades 
of 5th century and the first of 4th became indeed years of the maturity in philosophical con-
sideration of this social practice. Nonetheless, MARTIN, 1931, 124, diminishes the influence 
of Socrates, who mainly “provides a sort of endpoint”. 
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cisely up to the time when writers like Xenophon and Plato brought the 
symposium as setting for prose. Thus, in ch. 2, 4, is quoted the Theognis’ 
elegy to Cyrnos (1, 35-36). In this work occurs another poetic genre, the 
Theatre, became the main tool for education in Athens in the 5
th
 Century BC: 
Aristophanes’ Clouds (144) in ch. 6, 8 (in ch. 4, 8 it is also reported an anec-
dote about the onion, extracted from Thesmophoriazusae, 492). An indirect 
reference to Tragedy (Aeschylus’ Myrmidones) is given in ch. 8, 31, where it 
is denied the pederasty between Achilles and Patroclus
43
; eventually, he al-
ludes to the famous actor Nicostratus (ch. 6, 3-4), as well as to Satyr plays 
(ch. 4, 19). 
• In this context of education, however, we could not neglect to men-
tion the Sophists, with whom Socrates and his disciples bitterly disputed the 
moral leadership in the education of young men
44
; thereby, in ch. 1, 5, Xe-
nophon openly censures them for enrichment through teaching, and quotes 
Protagoras, Gorgias (again in ch. 2, 26) and Prodicus: 
kai; oJ Swkravth" ei\pen: ∆Aei; su; ejpiskwvptei" hJma'" katafronw'n, o{ti su; 
me;n Prwtagovra/ te polu; ajrguvrion devdwka" ejpi; sofiva/ kai; Gorgiva/ kai; 
Prodivkw/ kai; a[lloi" polloi'", hJma'" d∆ oJra/'" aujtourgouv" tina" th'" filoso-
fiva" o[nta". 
By facing the avarice of the sophists, Xenophon praises the generosity 
of Socrates in the words of Antisthenes (ch. 4, 43-44): 
 
43
 Socrates addresses to Niceratus like an authority on Homer: ajlla; mhvn, w\ 
Nikhvrate, kai; ∆Acilleu;" ïOmhvrw/ pepoivhtai oujc wJ" paidikoi'" Patrovklw/ ajll∆ wJ" eJtaivrw/ 
ajpoqanovnti ejkprepevstata timwrh'sai. Sophists were reluctant to acknowledge the great 
Epic tradition as armature of Greek education (cfr. RANKIN 1986, 175-178). With reference 
to the topic of paederasty between Achilles and Patroclus, see above n. 25. 
44
 Surely we should insert in this context the severe criticism to the sophists in the ep-
ilogue of Cynegeticus (ch. 13, 1-9): Qaumavzw de; tw'n sofistw'n kaloumevnwn o{ti fasi; me;n 
ejp∆ ajreth;n a[gein oiJ polloi; tou;" nevou", a[gousi d∆ ejpi; toujnantivon: ou[te ga;r ªa]nº a[ndra 
pou eJwravkamen o{ntin∆ oiJ nu'n sofistai; ajgaqo;n ejpoivhsan, ou[te gravmmata parevcontai ejx 
w|n crh; ajgaqou;" givgnesqai, ajlla; peri; me;n tw'n mataivwn polla; aujtoi'" gevgraptai, ajf∆ w|n 
toi'" nevoi" aiJ me;n hJdonai; kenaiv, ajreth; d∆ oujk e[ni· […] 13, 9 oiJ me;n ga;r sofistai; plousiv-
ou" kai; nevou" qhrw'ntai, oiJ de; filovsofoi pa'si koinoi; kai; fivloi: tuvca" de; ajndrw'n ou[te 
timw'sin ou[te ajtimavzousi. Some scholars have considered spurious this epilogue for its 
different content in relation to the rest of the treatise (for discussion see GRAY 1985, 156-
172, who supports Xenophon’s authority). Also the teaching without stipend is also an ar-
gument to vindicate Socrates in Memorabilia (I, 2, 7-8). 
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Swkravth" te ga;r ou|to" par∆ ou| ejgw; tou'ton ejkthsavmhn ou[t∆ ajriqmw/' 
ou[te staqmw/' ejphvrkei moi, ajll∆ oJpovson ejdunavmhn fevresqai, tosou'tovn moi 
paredivdou: ejgwv te nu'n oujdeni; fqonw', ajlla; pa'si toi'" fivloi" kai; ejpideik-
nuvw th;n ajfqonivan kai; metadivdwmi tw/' boulomevnw/ tou' ejn th/' ejmh/' yuch/' 
plouvtou. (44) kai; mh;n kai; to; aJbrovtatovn ge kth'ma, th;n scolh;n ajei; oJra'tev 
moi parou'san, w{ste kai; qea'sqai ta; ajxioqevata kai; ajkouvein ta; ajxiavk-
ousta kai; o} pleivstou ejgw; timw'mai, Swkravtei scolavzwn sundihmereuvein. 
kai; ou|to" de; ouj tou;" plei'ston ajriqmou'nta" crusivon qaumavzei, ajll∆ oi} a]n 
aujtw/' ajrevskwsi touvtoi" sunw;n diatelei'. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
Summing up, Plato and Xenophon make use of the same frames, the dialo-
gue and the symposium, although the minimal resemblances – based on a com-
mon tradition which both authors equally follow – make unnecessary any com-
parison between their works, above all with regard to philosophical and literary 
quality of each one. For a better understanding of different sides of the Socratic 
heritage, both Symposia are equally necessary, to allow to know the events that 
surrounded the real man as well as for no other witnesses are available. As a 
matter of fact, the Socratic dialogues with other interlocutors are useful to intro-
duce the teacher as the ideal of perfect man kalov" kajgaqov"
45
, in contrast with 
the excesses of the other attendees. In other words, Xenophon tried to convey 
that Socrates was also exemplary in attending a symposium (the traditional place 
of meeting of aristocracy and cultivated class). Therefore, we can see a tribute to 
a figure that shaped the composition of all Xenophontean work rather than a 
display of thinking by our writer. We mean that Xenophon – perhaps an educa-
tor, surely not a philosopher –, did not aim at a speculative but a pedagogic goal. 
 
Jose Vela Tejada 
jvela@unizar.es 
 
45
 WATERFIELD 2004, 98, is right to point out that “the ideal of kalokagathia underlies 
all the Xenophon’s works”. See also ROSCALLA 2004, 115-124, especially 123: “Sulle trac-
ce di kaloi kagathoi e della kalokagathia sembra dunque d’incontrare un Senofonte diverso 
da come si è comunemente propensi a considerarlo, in grado di elaborare un progetto poli-
tico e culturale differente da quello di Platone.” 
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